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ABSTRACT : Acoustics is the science concerning the study of sound. The effects of 
sound on structures attract overwhelm interests and numerous studies were carried out in 
this particular area. Many of the preliminary investigations show that acoustic pressure 
produces significant influences on structures such as thin plate, membrane and also high-
impedance medium like water (and other similar fluids). Thus, it is useful to investigate 
structural response to acoustics on aircraft, especially on aircraft '"/ings, tails and control 
surfaces which are vulnerable to flutter phenomena. The present paper describes the 
modelling of structure-acoustic interaction to simulate the external acoustic effect on 
binary flutter model. Here, the model is illustrated as a rectangular wing where the 
aerodynamic wing model is constructed using strip theory \vith simplified unsteady 
aerodynan1ics involving the terms for flap and pitch degree of freedom. The external 
acoustic excitation, on the other hand, is modelled using a four-node quadrilateral 
isoparametrlc element via finite element approach. Both equations are then carefully 
coupled and solved using eigenvalue solution. Next the mentioned approach is 
implemented in MATLAB and the outcome or the simulated results arc later described, 
analyzed and illustrated. 
ABSTRAK: Akustik adalah ilmu yang berkaitan dengan kajian bunyi. Pengaruh bunyi 
pada struktur menarik perhatian dan banyak kajian telah dilakukan dalam bidang 
tersebut. Ban yak penyelidikan awal menunjukkan bahawa tekanan akustik menghasilkan 
pengaruh yang signifikan terhadap struktur seperti plat tipis, membran dan juga medium 
yang mempunyal impedansi yang tlnggl sepertl air (serta cecalr lain yang serupa). 
Dengan demikian, hal ini herguna untuk mengctahui respon struktur tcrhadap akustik 
pada pesawat, terutama pada sa yap pesawat terbang, ekor dan kawalan permukarm yang 
terdedah kepada fenomena flutter. Artikel ini memaparkan pemodelan interaksi struktur-
akustik untuk mensimulasi kesan akustik luaran pada model flutter binari. Di sini, model 
tersebut digambarkan sebagai sa yap persegi panjang di mana model sa yap aerodinamik 
dihina menggunakan teori jalur dengan acrodinamis Lidak tetap yang dimudahkan 
melibatkan istilah untuk darjah kebebasan bagi flap dan pitch. Manakala, eksitasi akustik 
luaran dlmodelkan dengan elemen empat-node isoparametrik segiempat melalui 
pendekatan elemen terbatas. Kedua-dua persamaan kemudian digabungkan dan 
diselcsaikan dcngan mcnggunakan penyclesaian eigenvalue. Pendekatan terschut 
kemudian dilaksanakan melalui MATLAB dan basil dari sin1ulasi kemudian dijelaskan, 
dianalisis dan digamharkan_ 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Aeroelasticity, a study on structure stability in response to aerodynamic loads, is 
regarded as a major aspect in designing an aircraft. ln aeroelastic phenomena, the 
interaction of aerodynamic, elastic, and inertia forces on elastic structures cause undesired 
distortions in deformed mode shape and could even lead to a destructive vibration known 
as acroclastic flutter. This type of instability produces unstable oscillation which may 
trigger catastrophic damages to the whole structure. For an aircraft, slender bodies such as 
aircrafi wings, tails, and control smfaccs arc typically vulnerable to this unexpected threat 
and each acroclastic factor need to be taken into consideration upon the design and f1ight 
performance of the aircraft. Due to their significant influences, these acroclastic problems 
have been widely addressed in classical and standard text books [1,2] which also discuss 
the theory and basic principles toward the understanding of acroelasticity. In taking steps 
to reduce this catastrophic risk, heavier structures were purposely designed for flutter 
prevention. However, this approach creates a major drawback in reducing the aircraft 
efficiency in term of mission performance and operation cost. An improved approach was 
later proposed by employing an active control system on a lifting surface called active 
flutter suppression [3] to stabilize the vibration of airframe structures and also overcome 
the weight penalty caused by the former approach. However, cheaper alternatives arc 
being considered to replace the current flutter control system. 
One of the alternative solutions which is presently being investigated, comprises the 
usc of external acoustic excitation. To our best knowledge, the initial studies on structural 
analysis with the presence of acoustic excitation can be found in the work of Fahy and 
Wee [4] and also Rama Bhat et al. [5]. Both studies were carried out due to the concern of 
aircraft structural integrity when dealing with intense acoustic environments. For an 
aircraft, the sound, or frequently referred to as noise is generated from the propeller, 
exhaust, engine vibration and airflow around aircraft structure. For example, the sound 
pressure level produced by multiengine of a typical aircraft is approximately 130dB and 
can reach 150dB under supersonic condition. For the past few decades, many of the 
preliminary investigations show that acoustic pressure produces significant influences on 
structures such as thin plate, membrane and also high-impedance medium like water (and 
other similar fluids). The aeroelastic flutter analysis on rotating disk in an unbounded 
acoustic medium f6l for instance, is one of the latest studies conducted in this specific 
research area. On the other hand, the previous works of Djojodihardjo f7 -91 demonstrate 
that the acousto-aeroelastic problem using BE-FE approach leads to significant influence 
on the perfonnance of aeroelastic structure. It is thus useful to investigate the acoustic 
effect on aircraft wing structure using a different method in which the acoustic is 
formulated using FEM approach f 1 0]. 
2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 
2.1 Binary Acroclastic Model 
Due to the complexity of aircraft structures, it is oficn crucial to take account of 
simplifying assumptions in this methodology to allow computational of the clastic 
properties. Here, a simple model- a two-degree-of-freedom system (bending and torsion) 
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consisting of a rigiu wing with constant choru is auoplcu. Consiucring the two-
Jimcnsional airfoil, the airfoil with the dmru length cis visualizcu in the llight conuition 
with a uniform free stream of velocity, v , shown in Fig. I. 
Using the notation given in Fig. 1, the hi nary model is constructed hased on the hinary 
concept used in reference 111]. Illustrated in Fig. 2, the recmngular wing of span sand 
chord c is assumed to be rigid with two rotational springs at the root to provide flap ( K) 
and pit\:h (e) degrees of freedom. In addition, the aerodynamics is modelled using a 
modified su·ip theory which allows calculations for unsteady effects. 
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Fig. 1: A two-dimensional airfoil with notations. 
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rig. 2: Schematic layout of binary acroclastic model (Hancock wing model) 
According to ]12], the full equations of motion can be v.'Iitten in the form of 
lM Jii.J+lc.,J{ci,}+lK,j{q.J=o (1) 
where mass matrix lM, j, damping matrix lc., J and stiffness matrix lK, J for wing structure 
can be expressed as 
[ 1
1 ] - :1 . (. 1, . \2( -( f . I I ml ~. I ms 2 (I .2 ·x ) ~ " ' - J ., {I . ' ) lJ .. · • ') ) • 2 ms-\2 c- -cx1 mst;t:, -c-x1 -CX'j 
r ] 6 cs aw 0 [ ] [ ] , 0 
[ 
J :1 ] [ 
tC, =pV I ,2! I:~ +D,. K,, =pV-
-:;-et s aw --:(r. sM 9 0 
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2.2 Structural-Acoustic Coupling 
To predict the acoustic effect on binary aeroelastic model, a proper coupling 
mechanism involving acoustic and structural interaction is included r13l. Taking this into 
consideration and by referring to Eq. (1 ), the equations for a flexible structure with an 
acoustic enclosure can now be written as: 
(2) 
While the eqnation of motion for an aconstic enclosnre conpled to a flexible strnctnre is 
given by 
(3) 
where [A1 u] and [ Ku] arc the acoustic lll3SS and stiffness Ina trices and r RU.\ 1 is the structural-
acoustic coupling matrix. They can be expressed as 
M, =tLN~NrdA 
K =a'tf/JT/JdA 
" .4 
T r" T -Ru.\ = tG lo Ns N1 dx 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
where a is the speed of sound and t is the thickness of the fluid medium, whilst, N I and 
Ns is the shape function for acoustic fluid and wing structure. The matrices G and Dare 
the transfonnation matrix and strain displacement matrix. 
Combining both Equations (2) and (3), the coupled system can be written as 
This can be expressed in simpler form as 
[A]{ii}+[B X<i }+[cXu}= o 
2.3 Flutter Solution 
(7) 
(B) 
The acoustic-aeroelastic system in frequency domain is then solved hy the use of 
solutions of eigenvalues and eigenvectors in a state-space form. Thus, the corresponding 
equation can be written as 
(9) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Before analyzing the acoustic influence on wing structure, the rectangular wing model 
with semi -span s = 7 .5m and chord c = 2m was first modelled using Finite Element Method 
(FEM) in order to determine more precise estimation on flutter occurrence condition in 
term of the natural frequencies involved. Using the in-house FEM code written in 
MATLAB, the mode shapes of the flexible wing made of Aluminum 6061 (with Young's 
modulus, E = 69GPa and Poisson's ratio, v = 0.33 are illustrated in Fig. 3 for low 
frequency modes and Fig. 4 for high frequency modes. 
5.78Hz 30.21Hz 38.13Hz 
Fig. 3: Mode shapes of binary aeroleastic model at low frequency modes. 
83.568Hz 102.06Hz 167Hz 
Fig. 4: Mode shapes of binary aeroleastic model at high frequency modes. 
Adopting from [12], the wing structure is assumed to have a uniform mass 
distribution oflOOkg!m 2 • The mass axis is placed at the semi chord xm =0.5c and the 
flexural axis is at xf = 0.48c . In addition, other specified parameters like the lift curve slope 
aw = 2Jr, air density p = 1.225kg I m 3 and non dimensional pitch damping derivative which is 
assumed to be -1.2 were included. Based on the information obtained from FEM 
simulation, the flutter analysis for two cases (low frequency vibration and high frequency 
vibration) was carried out. The detailed specifications for both cases are listed as below: 
a) Low frequency vibration (KK=IK(5x2Jr) 2 Nm/rad & K 8 =18 (10x2Jr) 2 Nm/rad) 
b) High frequency vibration (KK=IK(80x2Jr) 2 Nm!rad & K 8 =18 (100x2Jr) 2 Nm!rad) 
Using the parameters mentioned, the acoustic-aeroelastic problem was solved via 
MATLAB and the outcomes of the analysis are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5: J:<requency and damping plots for hi nary aeroelastic model with: 
(a) low frequency vihratinn (h) high frequency vihration 
As shown in the Fig. 5(a), the acoustic excitation has no significant influence on tluttcr 
performance at low frequency mode as both flutter solution results (with and without 
acoustic source) arc the same. Me;mwhile, for the case of high frequency mode in Fig. 
5(b ), the result obtained presents smaJJ changes for flutter solution with the inclusion of 
acoustic excitation compared with pure flutter solution. By ohserving the pitch mode in 
Fig. 5(b), the flutter speed (damping ratio equal to zero) for acoustic-aeroeJastic problem 
has increased. From the result, the flutter speed for binary wing model under acoustic 
i nllucncc has increased to 1145m/s from I 080rn/s. This i ndkalcs Lhat Lhc lluller 
suppression involving external acoustics source has the potential which can be 
implemented in order to delay flutter condition from occurring. 
3. CONCLt;SIOl\ 
In this paper, simulations of a two-degree-of-freedom flutter system have been 
performed with and without the presence of external acoustics excitation. Two different 
cases were conducted ami the results provide infonnation which arc hclpftii to hcttcr 
understand the acoustic effect on aircraft wing perfonnance and support the possibility to 
delay the occurrence of flutter using acoustic for high frequency vihration modes. 
However, the implementation of acoustic needs special attention and nmdom acoustic 
excitation might potentially reverses the flutter performance of airplane wing. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
[cJ Structural damping matrix. 
[DJ Proportional structural damping matrix 
[KJ Acoustic stiffness matrix 
[K,] Structural stiffness matrix 
l2l1J Acoustic 1nass 1natrix 
[MJ Structural mass matrix 
[Rtl.\] Structural-acoustic coupling matrix 
{p} Vector of generalized pressures 
{q,} Vector of generalized structural displacements 
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{u} Vector of generalized displacements-pressures 
A Combined structural-acoustic mass matrix 
H Combined structural-acoustic damping matrix 
c Combined structural-acoustic stiffness matrix 
Strain displacement matrix 
Transformation mat:tix 
Identity matrix 
Moment inertia for tlap 
Moment inertia for pitch 
Flap stiffness 
Pitch stiffness 
Lift 
Pitching moment 
Nondimensional pitch damping derivative 
Shape function of acoustic tluid 
N, Shape function of wing structure 
v 
a 
aw 
c 
In 
ec 
s 
Greek letters 
p 
Freestream velocity 
Speed of sound 
Two-dimensional lift curve slope 
Wing chord 
Mass per unit area 
Distance between aerodynamic centre with flexural axis 
Wing span 
Thickness of acoustic medium 
Mass axis 
Flexural axis 
Air density 
K Flap degree of freedom 
IJ Pitch degree of fi-cedom 
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kgm2 
' kgm-
Nm/rad 
Nmlrad 
N 
Nm 
m/s 
m/s 
Ill 
kg/m2 
m 
m 
m 
m 
Ill 
kg/m1 
